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"I have a plan for the Kang family. You two have been fighting each other recently. If
I join your camp with a huge amount of money, what will happen to Kang family?"
Yao Mei said with a straight sneer, regardless of others.

After listening to this, Mu Liancheng felt that it was worth listening to, so he went to
his study alone and motioned Yao Mei to have a secret talk with him.

"Ha ha, in order to force Kang Mobei to show up, the Wei family has done so much."
After listening to Yao Mei's report, Mu Liancheng sneers. During the sneer, he
suddenly feels that he is just like a dog, being played by a strong and irresistible
master.

"Your proposal sounds good, but why should my family join hands with you?
Although our two families have been at loggerheads for a long time, they haven't been
in a life and death situation, and there has been competition all the time. Without
Kang's family, there are cold families and night families behind us. " Mu Liancheng
did not agree easily.

"It seems that Mr. Mu still cares about the disputes between you and my family in the
past. Now is not the time to bring up the old things again. After it is completed, you
and I will share equally." Yao Mei cold road.

"Since we are going to attack the Kang family for bankruptcy, the Kang family will
become a mess at that time. What's the use of getting it? It's going to take a lot of work.
" Mu Liancheng's words are sharp. When he talks about them, he is the center of the
story.

Yao Mei raised his head confidently: "the Wei family thinks that if they attack Kang,
they have to attack him. I don't think so. If Kang Liqing dies and the old master dies, is
it easier? Ha ha ha

Yao Mei's laughter made Mu Liancheng shiver. She thought to herself that she was the
most vicious woman. If she hadn't told her, Mu Liancheng would not have thought
about killing people.

"You You go. I can't do this. " Cold road of Mulian city.
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"But you already know what I think, and your Mu family has been involved. Even if
you don't do it, I have so much disposable capital. After the collapse of Kang family,
your Mu family will be next." Yao Mei saw the opposition in the peace talks and
resolutely turned his voice.

"You Mu Liancheng stares at the bell and stares at Yao Mei: "if anyone in my Mu
family is good at both ends, you don't want to live alone!"

"Ha ha ha, I have nothing for a long time, grandson, no, no son, I'm afraid of you?"
Yao Mei left Mu Liancheng's study with a crazy smile.

"Ah Mu Liancheng angrily punches on the desk and thinks about the countermeasures
urgently.

After thinking for a while, Mu Liancheng rushed to the Kang family. Without seeing
Kang Liqing's fierce eyes, he said frankly, "something big is going to happen to your
Kang family!"

Kang Li Qing was surprised and immediately pretended to be calm and said, "you've
come to my Kang's house. Can it be a good thing?"

Mu Liancheng ignores Kang Liqing's sarcasm and frankly reports Yao Mei's attempt
to tell him about the Wei family.

After hearing this, Kang Liqing's face turned dark. Fortunately, the old man went back
to his room after dinner. If he heard that he was going to kill two people, he would be
scared or angry.

"Thousands of defense, people are hard to defend, ah, you go back, I think for myself."
Kang Liqing sat down on the sofa and looked forward with both eyes.

"The enemy of the enemy is a friend. If something happens to your Kang family, I
can't protect myself. Let's end the competition and join hands." Mu Liancheng
lamented.

Kang Li Qing coldly raises his eyes and takes a meaningful look at Mu Liancheng.
This entanglement has made him feel tired for a long time. He just gives up the
confrontation and admits defeat. The price is the whole Kang family. He has no way
out to admit defeat.

"I've lived half my life. I'm really tired, tired!" Mu Liancheng sighed. He didn't know



when the pressure would stop.

"You go back, I want to think for myself." Kang Liqing's voice softened, and his tone
was as soft as that of an old friend.

……

Yao Mei returned home, thinking about Mu Liancheng's reaction just now, and
unconsciously laughing at Mu Liancheng's panic expression.

"Ha ha, does he really think I want to kill?" Yao Mei relished the interesting scene.

She doesn't care whether the Kang family and the Mu family live or die. Since she lost
her son, Yao Mei feels that if she presses the switch for everyone's life in the world,
she will not hesitate to press the button to let everyone die.

What's the meaning of life or death without her son?

However, even if the two families were to die, she would not do it herself. She was
afraid that she would dirty her hands, the reputation of the Jiang family and her son.

The beginning of all disputes and all good things is the appearance of Bai nianxi.

At the beginning, if it wasn't for his son's need to marry Bai nianxi, today, it's
definitely not like this.

The most damned person is Bai nianxi! -

Bai nianxi coaxes Lele in her arms and feeds her baby.

The pig's hoof soup is really useful. Bai nianxi secretly says that after drinking two
bowls of pig's hoof soup, the chest pain is faint, and even the lower abdomen rises. It's
not long before he goes to the bathroom to have a urination.

Happy to eat and drink enough, with a beautiful smile, small appearance, Xiangxiang
fell asleep.Put Lele in the cradle, Bai nianxi lies on the bed, in a daze.

She looked at the empty ceiling, looked around the cold bedroom, and soon came up
with the conclusion of why the bedroom was so empty.

"Conmber." Bai nianxi called his head out at a moderate volume.

In less than three seconds, commo pushed the door to the north and stood at the end of
the bed, waiting for orders.



"Did you take a bath?" Bai nianxi looked at him and asked.

Conmber shook his head: "I'll clean up the kitchen and take a bath."

"Well, take a bath. The kitchen will clean up tomorrow. Come to bed after the bath."

Bai nianxi said, he pressed the light switch at the head of the bed, and then curled up in
the quilt.

Kang Mobei reflected Bai nianxi's words for a while, and saw that Bai nianxi was
lying on the bed, and there was more than half of the empty space beside the bed,
which seemed to be left for him?

He got into the bathroom decisively and took a quick shower. Kangmobei quickly
went back to the room and lay down beside Bai nianxi, boldly embracing her in his
arms.

The blazing chest burns Bai nianxi's back. Bai nianxi naturally turns around and sticks
his hair forehead to his chest.

Kangmobei regards Bai nianxi's action as encouragement. He gets up and falls on Bai
nianxi. Where his lips reach, he leaves a lot of kisses and smells the fragrance of Bai
nianxi

After a while, his breathing became more and more rapid. The more he responded to
Bai nianxi's breathing with his body, the more the sound of breathing penetrated into
his chest through her body

Cloud and rain moisten the white mattress, which is also called a little damp.
Kangmobei looks at Bai nianxi's undulating chest, intending to
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